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Proposal: 
To change OSR 3.14.3 to remove reference to the position of the headstay. 
 

3.14.3 The following shall be provided:   

      a) a bow pulpit forward of the headstay (however on yachts 
under 8.5 m (28 ft) the bow pulpit may be aft of the 
headstay provided the forward upper rail is within 405 mm 
(16 in) of the headstay) with vertical height and openings 
essentially conforming to Table 7. Bow pulpits may be 
open but the opening between the pulpit and any part of 
the boat shall never be greater than 360mm (14.2") (this 
requirement shall be checked by presenting a 360mm 
(14.2") circle inside the opening) 
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Current Position: 

3.14.3 The following shall be provided:   

      a) a bow pulpit forward of the headstay (however on yachts 
under 8.5 m (28 ft) the bow pulpit may be aft of the 
headstay provided the forward upper rail is within 405 mm 
(16 in) of the headstay) with vertical height and openings 
essentially conforming to Table 7. Bow pulpits may be 
open but the opening between the pulpit and any part of 
the boat shall never be greater than 360mm (14.2") (this 
requirement shall be checked by presenting a 360mm 
(14.2") circle inside the opening) 

 

Mo0,1,2,3,4 

 

Reason: 
The safety issue is that a gap in a pulpit should not be so large as to present a 
hazard.  The position of the headstay is not relevant.  Empirical evidence has shown 
that many production boats are being built with pulpits that do not comply with OSR 
3.14.3 which requires the pulpit to be forward of the headstay.  To comply with the 
EU Recreational Craft Directive it appears that builders are using the ISO standard 
15085 - Man overboard prevention and recovery, which specifies the same maximum 
gap as the OSR but makes no reference to the headstay.   


